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The VTDS TEAM

f all my years with the Vancouver Tap Society, this past one has been
the most stimulating by far. Making the leap to buy the studio took
a willingness on the part of all of us to leave our comfort zones behind
and step courageously to secure a home for tap. It was a very smart
move, the building has already appreciated in value and we are planning
how we can make the most of our space. Downstairs we have room for
three or four additional studios which, once built, can be rented out or
used by us as needed. It's been super fun to imagine all the different ways
we can use the space and I can assure you nothing is set in stone yet. If
you have any ideas, please don't hesitate to pass them on. As funds come in, renovations will take
place. I am sure all of you have noticed our first improvements -- refinished the floor and painted the walls.
Making the move from tenant to owner couldn't have been possible without the support we received from
Gold Corp, Columbia Containers and VanCity. They all recognised the value in what we were trying to
do and contributed to our down payment. So did a huge number of members, something we are eternally grateful for. It gives us a sense of pride that our members thought us worthy of this. Thanks also go
out to the wonderful members of the adhoc steering committee that came together to help make it happen. They gave us the confidence to go forward and supported us through to the purchase. As a nonprofit society, our board oversees the conduct of the organization. I am very proud of our conduct and
of our organization. We are answerable to the members and welcome any comments or suggestions you
may have. Thank you all so much for your support.

Our Home is Where Tap Lives!
Sas Selfjord, Executive Director

T

he year began with an excess of trepidation – or should that be
tap-idation. VTDS staff, board and members wondered and worried
about what would happen to our home. The building - which we had
leased for 12 years - was up for sale. But against all odds, the “impossible” happened and thanks to a great deal of effort we bought the building. Now it really is OURS, the realization a dream, years in the making.
This purchase set our organization on a brand-new course; into uncharted waters so to speak, with no maps at hand to guide and navigate us through both the calms and storms ahead
Our priorities at VTDS remains unchanged: to ensure that we continue to consistently deliver quality programs, shape creative projects
for the professional community, produce our annual signature event, “Vancouver International Tap Festival,” and support our members with the finest training opportunities possible.
Being relevant to our community continues to be very important as we strive for excellence in innovative programming while instilling and maintaining respect for the roots of tap dancing. As always: this
relevance, excellence and respect will be fully integrated into all of our programs and activities.
VTDS membership is at the very core of our programming and, of course, our existence and raison
d’être. Our members motivate the staff and board to pursue our society’s goals while expanding the opportunities to engage, educate and inspire on an ongoing basis.
A major pillar of VTDS success is the creative talent of our faculty. The Tap Academy is driven by a
dedication to ensure that youth and adults expand and perfect their tap repertoire. Students are highly
motivated to not only learn tap dancing, but the glorious and fascinating history of the art form, as well.
It is a privilege for me to be engaged on a daily basis with staff and faculty and to reach out to the
community. VTDS continues to provide and create learning experiences which are invaluable in developing new relationships with our growing funders and stakeholders.
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Vancouver International
Tap Festival
Over the years the Vancouver International Tap Festival
has created a solid and enviable foundation of popular
presentations and collaborations to support a wide
range of artists and content. In the beginning, our
festivals provided opportunities for single presentations. However, over
the past few years, a progression has occurred as additional layers have
been added and shaped, showcasing artists in a variety of venues and
styles. This direction has naturally evolved from a strategic need to expand
our presence locally, nationally and internationally, as well as to provide
unique creative and performance experiences for our professional
community. Goldcorp has come on board as a major sponsor of the festival.
Its support in developing tap dance performance, not only further validates
the art form, but also aids and encourages VTDS to push that tap envelope.

Tap Academy
REFINISHED FLOORS! The transformation from tired
battleship grey to a beautiful honey tone hue is a most
welcome improvement to our venerable studio, from the
ground up, a wonderful way to usher in 2012.
The hallmark of our academy is the expertise and
dedication of our esteemed faculty. They shape the
complex curriculum and training regime to develop the
technical prowess of our students. The results of their
amazing talent and ability was immediately obvious in two
feature shows at the Centennial Theatre: one in the afternoon
showcased our young members’ introduction to and the
assimilation of the joys of tap dancing; the second, an
evening presentation, featured dancers who are committed
to a more rigorous training program. Both shows were
unique, highly entertaining and very well received.

Community Outreach
With the support of Columbia Containers and Neptune Terminals, VTDS has extended our introductory classes to: Tillicum
Elementary, JS Sexsmith, North Shore Neighbourhood House, Children’s Festival and Point Grey Academy, to name a
few. VTDS invites requests to deliver classes at special events, neighbourhood houses and schools-we are always ready to
pack up our bins and bins of tap shoes, delivering a special tap class faciliated by one of our fabulous faculty members.

Building Capacity
Through the generous support of Enterprising Non Profits, Canada Council for the Arts, Flying Squad Program and VanCity
Foundation, VTDS acquired funding to strengthen marketing initiatives and enhance existing revenue streams, as well as
develop additional new sources. These initiatives are integrated into a business model that facilitates a range of increasing
financial options and scenarios.

Vancouver Tap Ensemble
Created in 2009, the ensemble has developed new work and extended its reach into the professional community. The
ensemble continues to commission new creative projects to engage a variety of artists who present a wide range of stylistic
choices. Each year, with the support from BC Arts Council, opportunities have been put in place for dancers and
choreographers to stretch and enlarge their artistic visions at the Vancouver International Tap Festival.

Pilot Program:
Pre-Professional
Ensemble
Through years of developing young
dancers, VTDS recognized the need
to create a program to support
further development of graduates
from TapCo, and to train emerging
artists for participation in the
professional arena. This highly
successful program has morphed into
an ensemble of young talented artists
dedicated to further honing their art
and skills.

TapCo
During this past year the program has undergone significant improvements, including focusing on the development of the
touring show, "Just in Time". As well, an intensive training program is further advancing the technical and improvisational
skills of our promising artists. This talented ensemble of young dancers is the jewel in our crown. TapCo
articulates tap dance clearly and with full expression to thousands of elementary school kids participating in B.C.’s premiere
program Artstarts, supporting artists in education. During the summer TapCo travelled to L.A. to attend its tap festival and
participate in master classes. During our festival, TapCo participated with the North Carolina Youth Tap Ensemble and L.A.’s
Tap Con Sabor, in a uniquely shaped training program which culminated in a collaborative performance, “Tap Futures”
at the Norman Rothstein Theatre.

Heart and Sole
“Tap is fun, entertaining and something everyone should try,
because they will love it!” That’s the message being danced and
delivered by this collection of enthusiastic tappers. Our adult
community performance ensemble performed their presentation
at the Chinese New Year’s celebration, Variety Club, Christmas
fundraiser and the PNE. Talented and committed, this group of
dancers truly realize the VTDS vision and mission: to promote
tap and develop an awareness of the art form. Mary Lou Brien
assumed a leadership role with the ensemble, while director, Shelley Stewart Hunt was on leave. If your event needs
some high-stepping, hand-clapping, crowd-pleasing entertainment, look no further. Our Heart and Sole ensemble will
more than fill your bill.

Hot Flash Hoofers
Imagine a world championship ensemble at your community and special events. Under the watchful, artistic eye of Mary
Lou Brien this international calibre troupe consistently expands its innovative repertoire and never ceases to mesmerize and
amaze audiences with its talent and performance skills. For information on booking: www.hotflashhoofers.com

Our Volunteers
Last and most important are the friends and supporters who generously contributed to so many of our activities. Someone
once said, “Finding valuable volunteers is akin to discovering gold bars under rocks.” Indeed, VTDS is enriched by the
countless volunteer hours and kind acts that shape our successes. For example: our TapCo parents, who collectively support
the TapCo performances and fundraising efforts. There are many kind and generous acts – too numerous to list here - that
the entire VTDS organization is honored and humbled to receive. Thank you for your invaluable contributions to the Society
and the art form of tap dancing that has brought us together. Please continue to stay involved in our exciting future.

